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Note

This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication.  
Despite careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out. 
We reserve the right to modify the equipment or make product improve-
ments during the course of the model year. Before signing a sales contract, 
please ask one of our authorised HYMER dealers about the current product 
and series status.

Some vehicles are shown with optional extras which are quoted in the 
current price list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not 
supplied by HYMER. The details of scope of delivery, appearance, perfor-
mance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to press – 
deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max. +/- 5%) are possible 
and permissible.

This data complies with European homologation regulations, which may 
change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER dealer 
will gladly provide you with information on any changes and the standard 
scope of delivery.
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We don’t simply produce fantastic
motorhomes. Our customer service

is also excellent.
Find out more from
page 34 onwards.

Ensuring you reach
every destination

24 –48
Delivery time in hours throughout Europe

HYMER Original Parts & Accessories.

50 –100
Average distance in km to the nearest
HYMER dealer

300
Number of HYMER service partners
and dealers worldwide

10,000
Area of HYMER warehouse in m²

45,000
Number of different spare parts available
in warehouse

210,000
Deliveries per year

The figures speak for themselves:

We want our customers to enjoy their HYMER motorhome
for the entire life of the vehicle. For this reason, in 2012 we
introduced a concept that was a real industry first: a close-knit
supply network called HYMER Original Parts & Accessories. In
other words, we established a unique type of customer service
that is available for all model ranges at any time and without
any complications – and is still going strong today.

The benefits for our customers are impressive to say the least.
For example, you can obtain spare parts for your vehicle within
24 hours, and our supply guarantee gives you 10 years of absolute
peace of mind when it comes to quickly sourcing parts to maintain
vehicle operability. Are you a new customer? Then simply relax
in the knowledge that you are fully covered from day one thanks
to our extended warranty for new vehicles.



The Pioneer

Erwin Hymer (* 27 July 1930  † 11 April 2013), a leading figure  
of the European caravan and motorhome sector

5The HYMER way | Pioneer
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Technical know-how, the pioneering spirit of the entrepreneur 
and a healthy dose of ambition and hard work − all of these 
were typical of Erwin Hymer. From humble beginnings, our 
company’s founder, who passed away in April 2013, created  
a group of companies which now ranks among the leading 
motorhome and caravan manufacturers in Europe and is  
active worldwide.

As a young engineer, Erwin Hymer followed his parents’ call-
ing, and began working in his father Alfons’ repair shop in the 
southern German town of Bad Waldsee in 1956. Just one year 
later, he developed the first caravan – the original “Troll” – in 
collaboration with the engineer Erich Bachem. And thus began 
a new era! The next decisive step came in 1971 with the launch 
of the first HYMER motorhome – a key milestone in our long 
corporate history! 

For over 60 years, the EHG has produced a range of different 
series, models and layouts. Many of its motorhomes and cara-
vans have set standards and ushered in new trends − especially 
in terms of technology, comfort and design, as well as quality 
and safety. For our founder Erwin Hymer, incorporating cus-
tomers’ wishes into the development of new and improved  
vehicles was always a matter of principle.

For decades, Erwin Hymer’s inventiveness and ceaseless crea-
tivity has shaped the entire industry. His whole life’s work  
provides us with a model for future corporate decisions.

As a result, the concept of motorhoming has always been in-
separably linked with the name HYMER. The passion and pro-
fessionalism that goes into the development and construction 
of our vehicles is appreciated by our customers. We at HYMER 
are not only proud of over 60 years of company history, but 
also of our employees, who devote their energy and ideas on 
a daily basis to making “travel in the original” possible.

Inventor, visionary, 
entrepreneur
When he founded the Erwin Hymer Group,  
Erwin Hymer not only established a  
highly successful group of companies but 
also revolutionised camping in general. 
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1995 2004 20112007

1923 1957 1961 1971

2017 2018

Alfons Hymer begins production 
of agricultural vehicles.

Erich Bachem (“ERIBA”) and 
Erwin Hymer build the original 
“Troll”, the first caravan.

The first hand-built HYMER 
motorhome, the Caravano, makes 
its debut.

The first Hymermobil is built and 
presented at the Caravan Salon.

HYMER presents the new S-Class 
and becomes the first company 
in the industry to be certified 
according to ISO 9001 on the 
strength of its high product 
quality.

In October, the 100,000th Hymer 
motorhome rolls off the produc-
tion line in Bad Waldsee.

HYMER’s 50th anniversary is hon-
oured with an anniversary edition 
of the B-Class SL in gold.

Opening of the Erwin Hymer 
Museum opposite the company 
headquarters in Bad Waldsee.

60 years on the move:  
HYMER celebrates its anniversary.

A unique success story
The history of the HYMER motorhome.

Visit the Erwin Hymer Museum 
and discover the world of motor-
homing and the greatest routes 
of all time.
www.erwin-hymer-museum.de

The HYMER way | History

Hymermobil B-Class Modern-
Comfort – the world’s first mo-
torhome with a new Mercedes-
Benz Sprinter chassis cowl and 
internally developed SuperLight 
chassis.

7

2012 2014 2015 2016

1976 1978 1981 1986

The Hymermobil 521 with pull-
down double bed in the cab 
becomes a bestseller.

The innovative PUAL body shell is 
developed and proves its stability.

The HYMER B-Class is introduced 
and over the following years 
becomes one of Europe’s most 
popular motorhomes.

HYMER becomes the first manu-
facturer to grant a 6-year water 
ingress warranty on its motor-
homes.

Europe’s leading manufacturer 
produces the 150, 000th HYMER 
motorhome.

A further milestone: the Hymer-
mobil ML-I – an integrated 
motorhome on a Mercedes-Benz 
chassis weighing less than 
3.5 tons.

A new era begins with the  
Hymermobil B-Class DynamicLine, 
offering superlative comfort de-
spite weighing less than 3 tons.

Lightweight design from Bad 
Waldsee – HYMER puts its stamp 
on the 3-ton class and once 
again sets new standards within 
the industry.

The development of the integrated Hymermobil at the begin-
ning of the 70s ushered in a new era in the history of mobile 
homes. The year 2014 saw the production of the 150,000th 
HYMER motorhome. From the legendary B-Class or the luxuri-
ous S-Class to the lightweights of the Exsis series or the

colourful variety of semi-integrated models − many vehicles 
from these model series have been crowned with major 
awards over the years. This chronicle sketches the key stages 
in the remarkable success story of the Hymermobil.
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Optimal safety  
when on the move
HYMER body shell design.

Note: some of the equipment shown is optional and depends on the model range/layout.
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Framed windows

The modern, high-quality framed windows are fitted with acrylic dou-
ble glazing for optimal thermal insulation. The aluminium frame is 
lightweight and sturdy and has an insulating layer to protect against 
thermal bridging. The windows are also fitted with a pleated blackout 
blind and mosquito netting.

Airbags

Your safety is our top priority. That’s why airbags on both the driver 
and passenger sides are included as standard on all HYMER motorhomes. 

Fresh and waste water tanks

All tanks are heated and insulated – this ensures trouble-free opera-
tion even in extreme winter temperatures. Numerous tests in the cold 
chamber have verified the system’s outstanding warm-up and heating 
performance. 

Attachment parts (“Perfect Close” technology)

All attachment parts, such as wheel arches and rear light mouldings, 
are made of 3D cross-linked polyurethane. The benefits include in-
creased durability as well as protection against cracking, UV radiation 
and many other weather-related effects.

GRP roof and underbody

HYMER’s innovative multi-layer technology has been designed to en-
sure nothing “spoils” your journey. The GRP roof coating offers opti-
mal protection against hail damage, while an additional aluminium  
layer ensures the vehicle’s leak-tightness for many years to come. This 
also applies to the robust GRP lightweight floor, which reliably protects 
the vehicle against stone chips, road salt and dirt.

GRP garage casing

To ensure nothing essential gets left behind, the self-supporting GRP 
garage casing can carry up to 350 kg as standard and offers generous 
storage space. The maximum payload can be optionally increased to 
450 kg. In addition, integrated heating loops in the garage floor ensure 
your luggage is well protected from the cold. 

PUAL body shell

The foundations for the unique outer shells made by HYMER were laid 
back in 1978 when closed-cell polyurethane foam was extruded be-
tween an aluminium outer shell and an interior, high-grade plywood 
panel for the very first time. The highly efficient PUAL design has its 
origins in the aviation industry and is made possible by a special two- 
component adhesive. In conjunction with special materials and com-
posites, it withstands extreme loads, increases the service life of the 
structure and minimises road noise. The so-called “adhesive edge”, 
which connects together all of the main parts of the vehicle, is a cru-
cial component. It acts like a shock absorber and counteracts all the 
centrifugal and torsional forces that occur while driving.
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Move into the fast lane 
with HYMER HY-Tec
Innovative technologies from HYMER –  
for every destination.

Hot air curtain

Your motorhome’s dashboard is also supplied with hot air when the 
vehicle is parked up for camping. This prevents draughts and misting 
of the windscreen. 

HYMER comfort sleeping system

Multi-zone cold foam mattresses offer many advantages when it comes 
to ensuring a comfortable night’s sleep. The HYMER comfort sleeping 
system includes a high-quality sprung mattress to ensure precise counter- 
pressure for every part of your body, helping to ensure a pleasant and 
restful sleep.

HYMER multimedia

Whether on the move or stationary, you will always enjoy a clear and 
rich sound throughout your HYMER motorhome – and not just from 
the loudspeakers of your TV. This is made possible by special integrated 
speakers in the vehicle’s living area and rear section, which meet all 
acoustic requirements.

Reversing and service camera

Our optional reversing cameras are equipped with a dual lens and  
include an integrated rear-view mirror function. An additional service 
camera for greywater disposal with integrated LEDs ensures good  
visibility, even at night. 

Note: some of the equipment shown is optional and depends on the model range/layout.
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Move into the fast lane 
with HYMER HY-Tec

HYMER SMART Control

With the new HYMER SMART Control, your motorhome’s main periph-
eral devices are connected to the navigation system’s control unit. The 
result is an intelligent on-board system that keeps you up-to-date with 
important data at all times. This includes, for example, the fill levels of 
the tanks and the voltage of the batteries as well as the 230 V mains 
connection. 

HYMER energy management system

Our system combines the latest LED technology with an intelligent  
energy management system, which detects how much power the vehi-
cle is currently using and automatically switches to the optimal power 
source. This reduces your power consumption by up to 75 %, which  
also extends the life of the batteries.

HYMER Smart Battery System

A novel combination of the strong performance of lithium batteries 
with the low cost of common lead batteries brings many benefits. The 
system stores energy in both types of batteries and intelligently con-
trols the charging status. This provides superior performance and a 
significant increase in the vehicle’s self-sufficiency. In the long run, this 
results in lower operating costs and extends the life of the entire system.

Drawers

All your utensils (up to a total weight of 15 kg) can be stowed safely 
and within easy reach in the extra-wide, freely divisible kitchen draw-
ers. This is equivalent to the current standard found in premium home 
kitchens. The drawers also feature handy servo soft-touch closing 
mechanisms. 
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Upholstery materials

The fabric variants that are fitted as standard underline the premium ambience  
in every HYMER motorhome. All of our upholstery is manufactured on site in  
Bad Waldsee, and with a focus on achieving the highest possible quality. Exclusive 
leather combinations are also optionally available. 

Clever design meets 
premium quality
Modern solutions from HYMER.

LED daytime running light

The headlights incorporating LED daytime running lights generate 40 % more lumi-
nescence for improved passive safety by day. Aside from their striking design, the 
LED lights last longer than traditional bulbs and ensure reduced fuel consumption 
as they require less power.

Furniture finish

Let yourself be enchanted by our elegant furniture concepts inspired by contem-
porary hotel suites and luxury apartments – even when on the move. Every HYMER 
motorhome is characterised by an elegant furniture concept and genuine, high- 
quality materials. For example, the overhead lockers offer a generous amount of 
storage space, while the inviting bathroom stands out thanks to a large shower and 
modern washbasin. 

Light

The long-lasting and energy-saving LED lights provide different colours and lighting 
moods for significantly enhanced comfort inside your vehicle. Our innovative con-
cept of enhanced ambient lighting and focused illumination gives you the freedom 
to put specific areas of your motorhome under the spotlight.

Outstanding design quality

The high-quality design that is a hallmark of HYMER has been honoured with 
awards on numerous occasions – and twice in 2018 alone: the Exsis-i was awarded 
the German Design Award in the “Exterior Design” category, while the B-Class  
SupremeLine scooped the Red Dot Design Award in the “Interior Design” category. 

Note: some of the equipment shown is optional and depends on the model range/layout.
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Unique surface quality

The finished surfaces in every HYMER are made from premium quality materials 
that are easy to keep clean and impervious to external influences. They are the  
result of a sophisticated design process that includes a high degree of innovation. 
This guarantees no rattling or squeaking and no scratches or paint defects on sur-
faces. In addition, care is taken throughout the interior to ensure uniform panel 
gaps and perfect workmanship on all components.

Meticulous testing procedure

Your HYMER is tested not once, but multiple times! When a new HYMER rolls off 
the production line, it is really put through its paces. The testing is based on the 
DIN catalogue in accordance with the ISO standards that every vehicle and caravan 
is required to meet. HYMER has also developed a number of internal test proce-
dures over the years, which help guarantee the high level of quality that is unique 
to our company. These include noise tests, vibration tracks, cold chamber tests, 
shower tests, cooker tests, as well as inspection of the storage space doors and the 
tightness of the various assemblies. At the end, there must be a tick next to each 
individual point before the model gets the green light for series production.

Premium quality fabrics 

In your HYMER you will discover the world’s largest selection of high-quality fabric 
combinations. We source most of our upholstery materials and imitation leather 
from renowned German manufacturers and established European weaving mills – 
for example, our leather comes from an Italian HYMER partner.

All materials are processed by 30 sewing experts at our in-house sewing shop in 
Bad Waldsee. For a fabric to be fitted in a HYMER leisure vehicle, it must not only 
impress in terms of design, but must also satisfy numerous quality standards – such 
as the 18 DIN ISO test standards, as well as passing the appropriate finish tests.

Take a closer look, and you will see that the structure of our fabrics is especially 
impressive. Their tight weave makes them highly durable and able to withstand all 
kinds of stresses. Thanks to the additional lotus effect, liquids simply flow off the 
surface and can be easily dabbed away.

The fabric and leather variants exhibit above-average light and colour fastness val-
ues to cope with the high levels of solar radiation. They are also coated with a stain 
protector and are thus extremely hard-wearing and easy to clean. Further tests for 
rubbing fastness as well as abrasion and tear resistance are standard at HYMER and 
guarantee the highest quality – which is why HYMER also offers a 10-year replace-
ment parts warranty on its own fabrics.
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“Ambition” class

New materials, exquisite colours and state-of-the-art technology all make up the unique “Ambition”  
ambience on every trip. The practical home comforts in particular make it a joy to spend time in your  
HYMER motorhome and ensure a high degree of independence and driving pleasure.

Luxurious home comforts  
for when you’re on the road.

T-Class GL – The modern one

+ Available under 3.5 t 
+  Modern new interior 
+  Optionally available with 

fold-down bed 

T-Class CL – The classic one

+ Headroom 2.12 m
+  Spacious interior design 

concept
+  Optionally available with 

fold-down bed 

15

T-Class SL – The stylish one

+ Double floor
+  Level living area floor
+ AL-KO frame B-Class CL – The all-rounder

+ Superior comfort
+ Modern interior
+  Entry-level model for the 

integrated range 
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Automatic air conditioning

Cruise control

 16" alloy rims

 Leather steering wheel and  
gear lever knob

 Style package exterior  
(glossy black radiator grille, door 
handles in body colour, glossy  
black skid-plate, LED daytime  
running light (only for semi-inte-
grated vehicles))

 Spoiler painted in body colour  
(only for semi-integrated vehicles)

Style package interior (dashboard  
with aluminium-coloured trim and 
chrome rings)

2

Jam-packed with technology

The “Ambition” edition models will not only turn heads wherever you go, when it comes to technology, they’re also jam-packed 
with a wide range of top-quality standard equipment. Aside from air conditioning and alloy rims, this also includes special style 
packages, which make the unique travel companion complete. With this marvel of engineering you’ll experience a new level of 
travel freedom on every trip. 

Perfectly equipped as standard.

The edition models | Benefits

1

2

3

4

5

 +
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Ambient lighting

L-shaped seating area with 
bed conversion

 L-shaped seating area

Additional sockets

Mosquito net blind on entrance door

Wooden panel grating in shower

7

9

10

8
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Hit the road and have a great time

Something special is always created whenever first-rate interior design is combined with the highest levels of functionality. The 
luxurious home comforts that come as standard in all “Ambition” models are part of this. From the cosy L-shaped seating area to 
the ambient lighting – it’s the countless small details that make travelling in these edition models such an enjoyable experience.

A luxurious experience like no other.

7

8

9

10

 +

 +



HYMER T-Class GL

699

T 578 GL 3.500 kg – 4.250 kg  [  ]

235

699

T 598 GL 3.500 kg – 4.250 kg  [  ]

235

19

The following equipment has already been installed as standard:

T-Class GL
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Dimensions (L x W x H)  699 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,031** kg 
Payload / O* 469 – 1,219 * kg 

Seats     
Berths / O*        *

Dimensions (L x W x H)  699 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,031** kg 
Payload / O* 469 – 1,219 * kg 

Seats     
Berths / O*        *

* O = Optional extras ** = Mass in running order including Ambition package

Basis / Chassis

Fiat Ducato low frame 2.3 Multijet 130 hp

Cab exterior finish: Aluminium Grey metallic

Automatic air conditioning

Cruise control

16" alloy rims

Leather steering wheel and gear lever knob

Style package exterior (glossy black radiator grille, door handles in 
body colour, glossy black skid-plate, LED daytime running light)

Style package interior (dashboard with aluminium-coloured trim 
and chrome rings)

Spoiler painted in body colour

Tyre pressure sensors

Special “Ambition” sticker

Bodywork

Concertina cab blinds for cab

Panoramic roof over cab

Mosquito net blind on entrance door

L-shaped seating area

Ambient lighting

Additional sockets

Wooden panel grating in shower 

Additional cushion between single beds (578 only)

Bed conversion for L-shaped seating area

T-Class GL 578 

T-Class GL 598 



20HYMER T-Class GL | Living area & kitchen

Comfy seating. 
The T 578 GL and T 598 GL boast 
an L-shaped seating area in the  
Delfi fabric combination in con- 
junction with the modern furniture 
design featuring polished alu-
minium and the light Grand Oak 
furniture finish. Access to the 
seating is improved enormously 
by the 360° swivel table. A fold-
down bed above the seating area 
can be ordered as an option. 

Cooking has never been so 
much fun! 
The T-Class 578 and 598 GL have 
a well-planned and spacious 
kitchen unit with a low-level 
worktop, pull-out drawers with 
Servo soft-touch closing mech-
anisms, as well as a 142-litre 
Smart-Tower refrigerator as 
standard.

Plenty of space.  
There is enough room for every-
one to get a good night’s sleep 
thanks to the 80 cm-wide and 

192 or 190 cm-long beds in the 
twin bed version as well as the 
140 cm-wide and 190 cm-long 

bed in the queen-size bed version.

21Sleeping & bathroom

A touch of  
paradise 
A perfect marriage of 
 functionality and design.

Clear organisation. 
The bathroom is very clearly structured with a  
separate shower, an adjoining half-height ward-
robe and an opposing bathroom and toilet area, 
as well as a dressing area in-between.
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HYMER T-Class CL 

680

T 574 CL 3.500 kg – 4.400 kg

235

 [  ]

735

T 678 CL 3.500 kg – 4.   00 kg  [  ]

235

4
735

T 674 CL 3.500 kg – 4.400 kg  [  ]

235

23

* O = Optional extras ** = Mass in running order including “Ambition” package
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T-Class CL 574 

T-Class CL

T-Class CL 678 

T-Class CL 698 

T-Class CL 674 

Dimensions (L x W x H)  680 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 2,985 ** kg 
Payload / O* 515 – 1,415* kg 

Seats     
Berths / O*     *

Dimensions (L x W x H)  735 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,127 ** kg 
Payload / O* 373– 1,273* kg 

Seats     
Berths / O*      *

Dimensions (L x W x H)  735 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,127 ** kg 
Payload / O* 373 – 1,273 * kg 

Seats     
Berths / O*       *

Dimensions (L x W x H)  735 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,121 ** kg 
Payload / O* 379 – 1,279 * kg 

Seats     
Berths / O*       *

Basis / Chassis

Fiat Ducato low frame 2.3 Multijet 130 hp

Cab exterior finish: Aluminium Grey metallic

Automatic air conditioning

Cruise control

16" alloy rims

Leather steering wheel and gear lever knob

Style package exterior (glossy black radiator grille, door handles in 
body colour, glossy black skid-plate, LED daytime running light)

Style package interior (dashboard with aluminium-coloured trim 
and chrome rings)

Spoiler painted in body colour

Leather steering wheel and gear lever knob

Tyre pressure sensors

Special “Ambition” sticker

Bodywork

160 l jumbo refrigerator (except in 574)

Concertina cab blinds for cab

Mosquito net blind on entrance door

L-shaped seating area

Ambient lighting

Additional sockets

Wooden panel grating in shower 

Additional cushion between single beds (except in 698)

Bed conversion for L-shaped seating area

The following equipment has already been installed as standard:



24HYMER T-Class CL | Living area & kitchen

Large and 
spacious
Elegant solutions  
for an inspiring  
interior ambience.

Cooking has never been so much fun! 
The T 678 CL has a well-planned and spacious 
kitchen unit with a low-level worktop, pull-out 

drawers with Servo soft-touch closing mech-
anisms, a larder unit, acrylic splashbacks and 

counter lighting as standard.

25Sleeping & bathroom

Plenty of space. 
There is enough room for everyone to get a good night’s 
sleep thanks to the 83 cm-wide beds in the twin bed version 
and the 150 cm-wide bed in the queen-size bed version.

Comfy seating. 
The T 678 CL boasts an L-shaped seating area 
in the Cusco fabric combination. Access to the 
seating is improved enormously by the 360° 
swivel table.

Guaranteed privacy.  
The bathroom in the T 678 CL and T 698 CL with separate 

washing and toilet area can be used to divide the front and 
rear if required. A dressing room can also be created in the 

T-Class 698 CL with the additional partition closing off the bed. 
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HYMER T-Class SL 

699

T 568 SL 3.500 kg – 4.500 kg  [ ]

235

729

235

T 588 SL 3.500 kg – 4.500 kg  [  ]

779

T 704 SL

235

4.500 kg  [ ]

27T-Class SL

* O = Optional extras ** = Mass in running order including “Ambition” package
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T-Class SL 704 

T-Class SL 568 

T-Class SL 588 

Dimensions (L x W x H)  699 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,052 ** kg 
Payload / O* 448 – 1,448 * kg 

Seats     
Berths / O*     *

Dimensions (L x W x H)  729 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,107 ** kg 
Payload / O* 393 – 1,393 * kg 

Seats     
Berths / O*     *

Dimensions (L x W x H)  779 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,246 ** kg 
Payload 1,254 kg 

Seats     
Berths / O*     *

Basis / Chassis

Fiat Ducato AL-KO 2.3 Multijet 130 hp

Cab exterior finish: Aluminium Grey metallic

Automatic air conditioning

Cruise control

16" alloy rims

Leather steering wheel and gear lever knob

Style package exterior (glossy black radiator grille, door handles in 
body colour, glossy black skid-plate, LED daytime running light)

Style package interior (dashboard with aluminium-coloured trim 
and chrome rings)

Spoiler painted in body colour

Tyre pressure sensors

Special “Ambition” sticker

Bodywork

Concertina cab blinds for cab

Panoramic roof over cab

Mosquito net blind on entrance door

L-shaped seating area

Ambient lighting 

Solid-surface worktop

Additional sockets

Wooden panel grating in shower

Additional cushion between single beds

Bed conversion for L-shaped seating area

The following equipment has already been installed as standard:



28HYMER T-Class SL | Living area & kitchen

Home  
from home 
Quality modern interiors 
for the discerning customer.

Bright and cosy.  
The L-shaped seating area with swivel table  
in the T 704 SL radiates an atmosphere of  
cosiness thanks to the standard Palatino 
Apple furniture finish.

Optimally equipped.  
The kitchen – shown here in the 
Palatino Apple furniture finish – 

boasts a 142-litre Smart-Tower 
refrigerator as standard and 

offers plenty of storage space for 
cooking utensils and groceries. 

Furthermore, the pull-down 
storage compartment over the 
kitchen sink is not only highly 

practical, but also ideal for hous-
ing additional kitchen appliances.

29Sleeping & bathroom

Illustrations show similar fabrics

Cosy and welcoming. 
The comfy single beds in the rear of the T 588 SL 
always look fresh and inviting with their Palatino 
Apple furniture finish.

Clear organisation.  
The bathroom of the T 704 SL is very clearly 
structured with a separate shower, an adjoining 
floor-to-ceiling wardrobe and an opposing  
bathroom and toilet area, as well as a dressing 
area in-between – shown here in the Trentino  
Pear Wood furniture finish.
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Hymermobil B-Class CL 

745

235

B 698 CL 3.500 kg – 4.400 kg  [  ]

709

B 598 CL 3.500 kg – 4.400 kg  [  ]

235

745

B 678 CL 3.500 kg – 4.400 kg  [  ]

235

31

B-Class CL 698 

B-Class CL 598 

B-Class CL 678 

Hymermobil B-Class CL

Dimensions (L x W x H)  709 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,127 ** kg 
Payload / O* 373 – 1,273 * kg 

Seats     
Berths / O*       *

Dimensions (L x W x H)  745 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,192 ** kg 
Payload / O* 308 – 1,208 * kg 

Seats       * 
Berths / O*       *

Dimensions (L x W x H)  745 x 235 x 290 cm 
Mass in running order ** 3,212 ** kg 
Payload / O* 288 – 1,188 * kg 

Seats       * 
Berths / O*       *
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* O = Optional extras ** = Mass in running order including “Ambition” package

Basis / Chassis

Fiat Ducato low frame 2.3 Multijet 130 hp

Automatic air conditioning

Cruise control

16" alloy rims

Reinforced front axle suspension

Leather steering wheel and gear lever knob

Style package interior (dashboard with aluminium-coloured trim 
and chrome rings)

Tyre pressure sensors

Special “Ambition” sticker

Bodywork

160 l jumbo refrigerator (except in 598)

Driver’s door with electric window lift

Mosquito net blind on entrance door

L-shaped seating area

Additional cushion between single beds (B-CL 678 only)

Ambient lighting

Roof vent 40 x 40 cm above fold-down bed

Wooden panel grating in shower

Additional sockets

The following equipment has already been installed as standard:



32Hymermobil B-Class CL | Living area & kitchen

Home from home. 
The living area in the B 698 CL is 

very generously dimensioned and 
radiates an inviting atmosphere 

thanks to the Chiavenna Walnut 
furniture finish and Cusco fabric 

combination.

Cooking has never been  
so much fun! 

The B 698 CL and B 678 CL have 
a well-planned and spacious 

corner kitchen with a low-level  
worktop, pull-out drawers 

with Servo soft-touch closing 
mechanisms, a half-height larder 

unit and acrylic splashbacks as 
standard.

33Sleeping & bathroom

Comfortable queen-size bed. 
The exquisite queen-size bed is pictured here in 
the stylish Chiavenna Walnut furniture finish, 
adjusted to the reading position with raised 
bed head. The handy shelves at the side, the 2 
spacious wardrobes, the overhead lockers and 
the large storage compartment underneath 
the queen-size bed provide plenty of storage 
space, leaving nothing to be desired.

Versatile bathroom. 
The attractive bathroom in the B 698 CL and  
B 678 CL can be separated off completely from 
the living area. Both the bathroom/toilet and 
shower area can also be used separately.

A dream  
home for any 
destination
Comfort and quality  
with a special ambience.
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01 02 03 04

05 06 07

08 09 10 11

 = Standard equipment  = Optional extras – = Not available 

Single-colour fabrics Ecotech Imitation leather Wood finishes

T-Class GL – –
T-Class CL – –
T-Class SL – –
Hymermobil B-Class CL – – –
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HYMER Service | Upholstery & furniture finishes

The interior  
at a glance
Upholstery, leather and wood finishes.

Single-colour fabrics

Ecotech Imitation leather

Wood finishes

35

For all vehicles  
registered  

in Germany.

INCLUDES  
OUR  

MOBILITY 

GUARANTEE!
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HYMER Service | HYMER extended warranty for new vehicles

HYMER extended war-
ranty for new vehicles
Peace of mind for up to 5 years.

Benefits for motorhomes and camper vans:

 From € 549 (incl. insurance tax and roadside assistance) 
 Claim limit € 10,000 per year 
 Up to 100% material cost reimbursement

Benefits for caravans:

 From € 249 (incl. insurance tax) 
 Claim limit € 5,000 per year 
 Up to 100% material cost reimbursement

Roadside assistance benefits:  
• Breakdown assistance 
• Vehicle recovery 
• Additional expenses/ taxi 
• Replacement vehicle

Further details on our roadside assistance guarantee can be found  
in your warranty documentation.

The HYMER roadside assistance guarantee:

We’ll keep you on the road no matter what. Our mobility warranty 
is an integral part of the extended warranty for new vehicles for motor-
homes and camper vans. Whatever happens, you can count on us to 
keep you moving – throughout Europe and the Mediterranean. You ben-
efit from our comprehensive benefits package and our 24-hour service.

•  Getting home or continuing 
your journey

• Hotel accommodation 
• Returning your vehicle 
• Cash advance 
• Information service

Travel safely:

You’ve found your dream leisure vehicle, and we want you to enjoy it! 
We are one of the first in our industry to offer an extended warranty 
for up to 3 years, so that you can continue to travel safely and with the 
same peace of mind even after the initial warranty period has expired. 
In the event of any claims, our partner Europ Assistance will guarantee 
a top-level, unbureaucratic service and cover any costs as outlined in 
the warranty conditions.

Warranty benefits: 
 Flexible and long-term warranty  
 Guaranteed protection against unexpected repair costs 
 Up to 3 years extended warranty on all major components of 

 your motorhome, camper van or caravan, including bodywork  
 Europe-wide coverage around the clock  
 Consistent quality standards at our certified partner garages 
 Increased value of your leisure vehicle 
 Professional and rapid claim management 
 Roadside assistance guarantee for motorhomes and camper vans

NEW VEHICLE 
EXTENDED WARRANTY

UP TO 3 YEARS



36HYMER Service | HYMER Original Parts & Accessories

Don’t forget your bike!

Exclusive bicycle rack system for the HYMER 
rear garage. Takes just seconds to install. 
Probably the smallest and lightest bicycle 
rack in the motorhome sector, it offers the 
same security as conventional models without 
needing a support rail.

Windscreen cover

Cover made from ultra-light, weather-resistant 
PVC-coated mesh fabric for sun protection and 
privacy. Fits perfectly and looks great.

All aboard ...

The flexible storage space system developed 
exclusively for HYMER keeps the rear garage 
well organised and saves you the hassle of 
climbing inside when loading and unloading.

Rear vision

The integrated dual camera in the third brake 
light combines optimal design with excellent 
visibility directly behind the vehicle and into 
the distance – and all without additional 
holes in the rear wall.

Well covered

You can tell an original HYMER seat cover 
thanks to its optimal fit. The machine-washable 
covers include a pocket at the back and are 
available in beige and graphite.

A perfect fit

Custom-made high-quality cab carpet made 
of polypropylene tufted velour with edging in 
a nubuck design. Embellished with the Original 
HYMER logo.

Discover our wide range of innovative solutions that are available in the categories interior, exterior,  
chassis system, travel and transportation. With HYMER Original Accessories, you can rest assured you’ve 
made the right choice: a perfect fit, impeccable workmanship and original quality. HYMER Original Parts  
& Accessories are not available direct from the factory, but are ordered and retrofitted exclusively  
via your HYMER dealer. You can find the full range of HYMER Original Parts & Accessories online at  
https://www.hymer-original-zubehoer.com/en

HYMER Original Parts 
& Accessories
A perfect match.
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Storage space

The extendable loading box is mounted in the integrated floor storage 
compartment. This allows objects to be conveniently removed and also 
enables access from the vehicle’s interior. Fits some B-Class Supreme-
Line and B Modern Comfort vehicles – in different widths depending 
on the model.

Peace of mind for a more peaceful sleep

Sleep safe and sound thanks to the innovative anti-burglary system. 
This alarm system has been developed to minimise the likelihood of a 
break-in and, in an emergency, to wake the occupants so that they can 
draw attention to themselves.

The HYMER E-Bike

The HYMER E-Bike by FLYER gives you even more mobility while on 
holiday. Based on the Flogo model with a conveniently low, easy-
mount frame and 250-W Panasonic motor, the e-bike fits easily into 
the rear garage thanks to its compact size and smart handlebar and 
pedal folding mechanisms. You’ll be impressed by its high-quality 
craftsmanship and excellent handling, not to mention the generous 
warranty, e.g. 10 years for the frame.

Rest assured

The specially designed HYMER safe for the passenger door of your  
Fiat Ducato vehicle has enough space for the most important valuables 
that are essential when on the road.

Self-sufficiency par excellence

The HYMER Smart Battery System gives you the advantages of two 
battery technologies (AGM + LI) and consequently extends your 
self-sufficiency from an average of 1.5 days to 5.5 days, while also  
increasing the life of your battery from 3 to 10 years.

Multimedia package

Perfectly matched retrofit package consisting of the Zenec 3756  
(including exclusive benefit of FreeOnTour integration for easy route  
synchronisation) and the new dual reversing camera integrated into 
the third brake light. Includes a radio switch to operate the system 
without starting the engine.



38HYMER Service | HYMER dealer and service network

At your side,  
all over the world
HYMER dealer and service network.

From Denmark to New Zealand – for anyone with an interest 
in HYMER vehicles there is always an expert partner nearby 
to help you fulfil your motorhoming dreams. Our numerous 
international dealers are waiting to welcome you to the world 
of HYMER vehicles and caravans – all around the globe.

In Europe, you will find a particularly dense network of dealers 
and service providers.  

This makes it easy to get a first impression of the various 
models and arrange a test drive. Naturally, you can also hire 
or purchase your dream vehicle and register for the included 
mobility warranty. Are you looking for innovative solutions 
in the area of HYMER Original Parts & Accessories? Once 
again, your local HYMER dealer will be happy to assist you. 
We look forward to your visit!

You can find your nearest dealer online:  
https://www.hymer.com/en/service-and-accessories/dealer-search.html

39HYMER Service | HYMER service and efficiency
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We don’t simply produce fantastic
motorhomes. Our customer service

is also excellent.
Find out more from
page 34 onwards.

Ensuring you reach
every destination

24 –48
Delivery time in hours throughout Europe

HYMER Original Parts & Accessories.

50 –100
Average distance in km to the nearest
HYMER dealer

300
Number of HYMER service partners
and dealers worldwide

10,000
Area of HYMER warehouse in m²

45,000
Number of different spare parts available
in warehouse

210,000
Deliveries per year

The figures speak for themselves:

We want our customers to enjoy their HYMER motorhome
for the entire life of the vehicle. For this reason, in 2012 we
introduced a concept that was a real industry first: a close-knit
supply network called HYMER Original Parts & Accessories. In
other words, we established a unique type of customer service
that is available for all model ranges at any time and without
any complications – and is still going strong today.

The benefits for our customers are impressive to say the least.
For example, you can obtain spare parts for your vehicle within
24 hours, and our supply guarantee gives you 10 years of absolute
peace of mind when it comes to quickly sourcing parts to maintain
vehicle operability. Are you a new customer? Then simply relax
in the knowledge that you are fully covered from day one thanks
to our extended warranty for new vehicles.



HYMER “Ambition”  
2019 The benchmark  

for mobile travel.

Note

This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication.  
Despite careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out. 
We reserve the right to modify the equipment or make product improve-
ments during the course of the model year. Before signing a sales contract, 
please ask one of our authorised HYMER dealers about the current product 
and series status.

Some vehicles are shown with optional extras which are quoted in the 
current price list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not 
supplied by HYMER. The details of scope of delivery, appearance, perfor-
mance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to press – 
deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max. +/- 5%) are possible 
and permissible.

This data complies with European homologation regulations, which may 
change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER dealer 
will gladly provide you with information on any changes and the standard 
scope of delivery.
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